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Abstract—Handheld devices are ubiquitous in today’s world.
With their advent, we also see a tremendous increase in device-
user interactivity and real-time data processing needs. Media
(audio/video/camera) and gaming use-cases are gaining sub-
stantial user attention and are defining product successes. The
combination of increasing demand from these use-cases and
having to run them at low power (from a battery) means that
architects have to carefully study the applications and optimize
the hardware and software stack together to gain significant
optimizations. In this work, we study workloads from these
domains and identify the memory subsystem (system agent) to
be a critical bottleneck to performance scaling. We characterize
the lifetime of the “frame-based” data used in these workloads
through the system and show that, by communicating at frame
granularity, we miss significant performance optimization op-
portunities, caused by large IP-to-IP data reuse distances.
By carefully breaking these frames into sub-frames, while
maintaining correctness, we demonstrate substantial gains with
limited hardware requirements. Specifically, we evaluate two
techniques, flow-buffering and IP-IP short-circuiting, and show
that these techniques bring both power-performance benefits
and enhanced user experience.

I. INTRODUCTION

The propensity of tablets and mobile phones in this

handheld era raises several interesting challenges. At the

application end, these devices are being used for a number

of very demanding scenarios (unlike the mobiles of a decade

ago), requiring substantial computational resources for real-

time interactivity, on both input and output sides, with the

external world. On the hardware end, power and limited

battery capacities mandate high degrees of energy efficien-

cies to perform these computational tasks. Meeting these

computational needs with the continuing improvements in

hardware capabilities is no longer just a matter of throwing

high performance and plentiful cores or even accelerators at

the problem. Instead, a careful examination and marriage of

the hardware with the application and execution characteris-

tics is warranted for extracting the maximum efficiencies. In

other words, a co-design of software and hardware is nec-

essary to design energy- and performance-optimal systems,

which may not be possible just by optimizing the system

in parts. With this philosophy, this paper focusses on an

important class of applications run on these handheld devices

The authors would like to confirm that this work is an academic
exploration and does not reflect any effort within Intel.

(real-time frame-oriented video/graphics/audio), examines

the data flow in these applications through the different

computational kernels, identifies the inefficiencies when

sustaining these flows in today’s hardware solutions, which

simply rely on main memory to exchange such data, and

proposes alternate hardware enhancements to optimize such

flows.

Real-time interactive applications, including interactive

games, video streaming, camera capture, and audio play-

back, are amongst the most popular on today’s tablets and

mobiles apart from email and social networking. Such appli-

cations account for nearly 65% of the usage on today’s hand-

helds [1], stressing the importance of meeting the challenges

imposed by such applications efficiently. This important

class of applications has several key characteristics that are

relevant to this study. First, these applications work with

input (sensors, network, camera, etc.) and/or output (display,

speaker, etc.) devices, mandating real-time responsiveness.

Second, these applications deal with “frames” of data, with

the requirement to process a frame within a stipulated time

constraint. Third, the computation required for processing a

frame can be quite demanding, with hardware accelerators1

often deployed to leverage the specificity in computation

for each frame and delivering high energy efficiency for the

required computation. The frames are then pipelined through

these accelerators one after another sequentially. Fourth, in

many of these applications, the frames have to flow not

just through one such computational stage (accelerator) but

possibly though several such stages. For instance, consider a

video capture application, where the camera IP may capture

raw data, which is then encoded into an appropriate form

by another IP, before being sent either to a flash storage or

a display. Consequently, the frames have to flow through

all these computational stages, and typically the memory

system (the DRAM main memory) is employed to facilitate

this flow. Finally, we may need to support several such flows

at the same time. Even a single application may have several

concurrent flows (the video part and audio part of the video

capture application which have their own pipelines). Even

otherwise, with multiprogramming increasingly prevalent in

handhelds, there is a need to concurrently support individual

application flows in such environments.

1We use the term accelerators and IPs interchangeably in this work.
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Apart from the computational needs for real-time execu-

tion, all the above observations stress the memory intensity

of these applications. Frames of data coming from any

external sensor/device is streamed in to memory, from which

it is streamed out by a different IP, processed and put back in

memory. Such an undertaking places heavy demands on the

memory subsystem. When we have several concurrent flows,

either within the same application or across applications in

a multiprogrammed environment, all of these flows contend

for the memory and stresses it even further. This contention

can have several consequences: (i) without a steady stream

of data to/from memory, the efficiencies from having spe-

cialized IPs with continuous dataflow can get lost with the

IPs stalling for memory; (ii) such stalls with idle IPs can

lead to energy wastage in the IPs themselves; and (iii) the

high memory traffic can also contend with, and slow down,

the memory accesses of the main cores in the system. While

there has been a lot of work covering processing – whether

it be CPU cores or specialized IPs and accelerators (e.g.

[35] [50] [27]) – for these handheld environments, the topic

of optimizing the data flows, while keeping the memory

system in mind, has drawn little attention. Optimizing for

memory system performance, and minimizing consequent

queueing delays has itself received substantial interest in

the past decade, but only in the area of high-end systems

(e.g., [4] [26] [25] [10]). This paper addresses this critical

issue in the design of handhelds, where memory will play

an increasingly important role in sustaining the data flow

not just across CPU cores, but also between IPs, and with

the peripheral input-output (display, sound, network and

sensors) devices.

In today’s handheld architectures, a System Agent (SA)

[8], [23], [31], [48] serves as the glue integrating all the

compute (whether it be IPs or CPU cores) and storage

components. It also serves as the conduit to the memory

system. However, it does not clearly understand data flows,

and simply acts as a slave initiating and serving memory

requests regardless of which component requests it. As a

result, the high frame rate requirements translate to several

transactions in the memory queues, and the flow of these

frames from one IP to another explicitly goes through these

queues, i.e., the potential for data flow (or data reuse) across

IPs is not really being exploited. Instead, in this paper we

explore the idea of virtually integrating accelerator pipelines

by “short-circuiting” many of the read/write requests, so

that the traffic in the memory queues can be substantially

reduced. Specifically, we explore the possibility of shared

buffers/caches and short-circuiting communication between

the IP cores based on requests already pending in the

memory transaction queues. In this context, this paper makes

the following contributions:

• We show that the memory is highly utilized in these

systems, with IPs facing around 47% of their total

execution time stalling for data, in turn, causing 24%

of the frames to be dropped in these applications. We

cannot afford to let technology take care of this problem

since with each DRAM technology advancement, the

demands from the memory system also become more

stringent.

• Blindly provisioning a shared cache to leverage data

flow/reuse across the IP cores is also likely to be less

beneficial from a practical standpoint. An analysis of

the IP-to-IP reuse distances suggests that such caches

have to run into several megabytes for reasonable hit

rates (which would also be undesirable for power).

• We show that this problem is mainly due to the current

frame sizes being relatively large. Akin to tiling for lo-

cality enhancement in nested-loops of large arrays [28],

[43], [49], we introduce the notion of “sub-frame” for

restructuring the data flow, which can substantially re-

duce reuse distances. We discuss how this sub-framing

can be done for the considered applications.

• With this sub-framing in place, we show that reasonably

sized shared caches – referred to as flow buffers in

this paper – between the producer and consumer IPs

of a frame can circumvent the need to go to main

memory for many of the loads from the consumer IP.

Such reduction in memory traffic results in around 20%

performance improvement in these applications.

• While these flow buffers can benefit these platforms

substantially, we also explore an alternate idea of not

requiring any separate hardware structures – leveraging

existing memory queues for data forwarding from the

producer to the consumer. Since memory traffic is

usually high, recently produced items are more likely

to be waiting in these queues (serving as a small

cache), which could be forwarded to the requesting

consumer IP. We show that this can be accommodated

in recently-proposed memory queue structures [5], and

demonstrate performance and power benefits that are

nearly as good as that of the flow buffer solution.

II. BACKGROUND AND EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

In this section, we first provide a brief overview of

current SoC (system-on-chip) platforms showing how the

OS, core and the IPs interact from a software and hardware

perspective. Next, we describe our evaluation platform, and

properties of the applications that are used in this work.

A. Overview of SoC Platforms

As shown in Figure 1, handhelds available in the market

have multiple cores and other specialized IPs. The IPs in

these platforms can be broadly classified into two categories

– accelerators and devices. Devices interact directly with the

user or external world and include cameras, touch screen,

speaker and wireless. Accelerators are the on-chip hardware

components which specialize in certain activities. They are
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Figure 1: Target SoC platform with a high-level view of different
functional blocks in the system.

the workhorses of the SoC as they provide maximum perfor-

mance and power efficiency, e.g. video encoders/decoders,

graphics, imaging and audio engines.

Interactions between Core, IPs and Operating System:

SoC applications are highly interactive and involve multiple

accelerators and devices to enhance user experience. Us-

ing API calls, application requirements get transformed to

accelerator requirements through different layers of the OS.

Typically, the calls happen through software device drivers in

the kernel portion of the OS. These calls decide if, when and

for how long the different accelerators get used. The device

drivers, which are optimized by the IP vendors, control

the functionality and the power states of the accelerators.

Once an accelerator needs to be invoked, its device driver is

notified with request and associated physical address of input

data. The device driver sets up the different activities that

the accelerator needs to do, including writing appropriate

registers with pointers to the memory region where the

data should be fetched and written back. The accelerator

reads the data from main memory through DMA. Input

data fetching and processing are pipelined and the fetching

granularity depends on how the local buffer is designed.

Once data is processed, it is written back to the local buffers

and eventually to the main memory at the address region

specified by the driver. As most accelerators work faster than

main memory, there is a need for input and output buffers.

The System Agent (SA): Also known as the North-

bridge, is a controller that receives commands from the core

and passes them on to the IPs. Some designs add more

intelligence to the SA to prioritize and reorder requests

to meet QoS deadlines and to improve DRAM hits. SA

usually incorporates the memory controller (MC) as well.

Apart from re-ordering requests across components to meet

QoS guarantees, even fine-grained re-ordering among IP’s

requests can be done to maximize DRAM bandwidth and

bus-utilization. With increasing user demands from hand-

helds the number of accelerators and their speeds keep in-

creasing [12], [13], [44]. These trends will place a very high

demand on DRAM traffic. Consequently, unless we design

a sophisticated SA that can handle the increased amount of

traffic, the improvement in accelerators’ performance will

not end in improved user experience.
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Figure 2: Overview of data flow in SoC architectures.

B. Data movement in SoCs

Figure 2 depicts the high-level view of the data flow

in SoC architectures. Once a core issues a request to an

IP through he SA (shown as (1), the IP starts its work

by injecting a memory request into SA. First, the request

traverses through an interconnect which is typically a bus or

cross-bar, and is enqueued in a memory transaction queue.

Here, requests can be reordered by the SA according to

individual IP priorities to help requests meet their deadlines.

Subsequently, requests are placed in the bank-queues of

the memory controller, where requests from IPs are re-

arranged to maximize the bus utilization (and in turn, the

DRAM bandwidth). Following that, an off-chip DRAM

access is made. The response is returned to the IP through

the response network in the SA (shown as (2)). IP-1 writes

its output data to memory (shown in (3)) till it completes

processing the whole frame. After IP-1 completes process-

ing, IP-2 is invoked by the core (shown as 4), and data flow

similar to what IP-1 had is followed, as captured by (5)

and (6) in Figure 2. The unit of data processing in media

and gaming IPs (including audio, video and graphics) is a

frame, which carries information about the image or pixels

or audio delivered to the user. Typically a high frame drop

rate corresponds to a deterioration in user-experience.

The total request access latency includes the network

latency, the queuing latencies at the transaction queue and

bank queue, DRAM service time, and the response network

latency. This latency, as expected, is not constant and varies

based on the system dynamics (including DRAM row-buffer

hits/misses). When running a particular application, the OS

maps the data frames of different IPs to different physical

memory regions. Note that these regions get reused during

the application run for writing different frames (over time).

In a data flow involving multiple IPs that process the frames,

one after another, the OS (through device drivers) synchro-

nizes the IPs such that the producer IP writes another frame

of data onto the same memory region after the consumer IP

had consumed the earlier frame.

C. Decomposing an Application Execution into Flows

Applications cannot directly access the hardware for I/O

or acceleration purposes. In Android, for example, appli-

cation requests get translated by intermediate libraries and
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IP Abbr. Expansion IP Abbr. Expansion

VD Video Decoder AD Audio Decoder

DC Display Controller VE Video Encoder

MMC Flash Controller MIC Microphone

AE Audio Encoder CAM Camera

IMG Imaging SND Sound

Table I: Expansions for IP abbreviations used in this paper.

Id Application IP Flows

A1 Angry Birds AD - SND; GPU - DC

A2 Sound Record MIC - AE - MMC

A3 Audio Playback (MP3) MMC - AD - SND

A4 Photos Gallery MMC - IMG - DC

A5 Photo Capture (Cam Pic) CAM - IMG - DC; CAM - IMG - MMC

A6 Skype CAM - VE; VD - DC; AD - SND; MIC - AE

A7 Video Record CAM - VE - MMC; MIC - AE - MMC

A8 Youtube VD - DC; AD - SND

Table II: IP flows in our applications.

device drivers into commands that drive the accelerators and

devices. This translation results in hardware processing the

data, moving it between multiple IPs and finally writing to

storage or displaying or sending it over the network. Let us

consider for example a video player application. The flash

controller reads a chunk of video file from memory, gets

processed by the core, and two separate requests are sent to

video-decoder and audio-decoder. They read their data from

the memory and, once an audio/video frame is decoded, it

is sent to the display through memory. In this paper, we

term such a regular stream of data movement from one IP

to another as a flow. All our target applications have such

flows, as shown in Table II. Table I gives the expansions

for IP abbreviations. It is to be noted that an application

can have one or more flows. In multiple flows, each flow

could be invoked at a different point in time, or multiple

independent flows can be active concurrently without sharing

any common IP or data across them.

D. Evaluation Platform

Handheld/mobile platforms commonly run applications

that rely on user inputs and are interactive in nature. Study-

ing such a system is tricky due to the non-determinism

associated with it. To enable that, we use GemDroid [7],

which utilizes Google Android’s open-source emulator [16]

to capture the complete system-level activity. This provides

a complete memory trace (with cycles between memory

accesses) along with all IP calls when they were invoked

by the application. We extended the platform by including

DRAMSim2 [34] for accurate memory performance evalua-

tion. Further, we enhanced the tool to extensively model the

system agent, accelerators and devices in detail.

Specifications of select IPs frequency, frame sizes and

processing latency are available from [42]. For complete-

ness, we give all core parameters, DRAM parameters, and

IP details in Table III. The specifications used are derived

from current systems in the market [3], [36]. Note that the

techniques discussed in this work are generic and not tied

to specific micro-architectural parameters.

Processor ARM ISA; 4-core processor; Clocked at 2 GHz;

OoO w/issue width: 4

Caches 32 KB L1-I; 32KB L1-D; 512 KB L2

Memory Till 2 GB reserved for cores. 2GB to 3GB reserved for IPs.

LPDDR3-1333; 1 channel; 1 rank; 8 Banks

5.3 GBPS peak bandwidth; tCL,tRP ,tRCD = 12, 12, 12 ns

System Agent Frequency: 500 MHz; Interconnect latency: 1 cycle per 16 Bytes

Memory Transaction-Q.: 64 entries; Bank-Q.: 8 entries

All IPs run at 500Mhz frequency

IPs and Aud.Frame: 16KB frame; Vid.Frame: 4K (3840x2160)

System Parameters Camera Frame: 1080p (1920x1080)

Input Buffer Sizes: 16-32KB; Output Buffer Sizes: 32-64KB

Enc/Decoding Ratio: VD→1:32; AD→1:8;

Table III: Platform configuration.

III. MOTIVATION: MEMORY STALLS

In this section, we show that DRAM stalls are high in

current SoCs and this will only worsen as IPs performance

scale. Typically, DRAM is shared between the cores and

IPs and is used to transfer data between them. There is a

high degree of data movement and this often results in a

high contention for memory controller bandwidth between

the different IPs [21]. Figure 3 shows the memory bandwidth

obtained by two of our applications: YouTube and Skype

with a 6.4 GBPS memory. One can notice the burstiness

of the accesses in these plots. Depending on the type of

IPs involved, frames get written to memory or read from

memory at a certain rate. For example, cameras today can

capture video frames of resolution 1920x1080 at 60 FPS

and the display refreshes the screen with these frames at

the same rate (60 FPS). Therefore, 60 bursts of memory

requests from both IPs happen in a second, with each

burst requesting one complete frame. While the request

rate is small, the data size per request is high – 6MB for

a 1920x1080 resolution frame (this will increase with 4K

resolutions [12]). If this amount of bandwidth cannot be

catered to by the DRAM, the memory controller and DRAM

queues fill up rapidly and in turn the devices and accelerators

start experiencing performance drops. The performance drop

also affects battery life as execution time increases. In the

right side graph in Figure 3, whenever the camera (CAM)

initiates its burst of requests, the peak memory bandwidth

consumption can be seen (about 6 GBPS). We also noticed

that the average memory latency more than doubles in those

periods, and memory queues sustain over 95% utilization.

To explain how much impact the memory subsystem and

the system-agent can have on IPs’ execution time (active

cycles during which the IPs remains in active state), in

Figure 4, we plot the total number of cycles spent by an IP in

processing data and in data stalls. Here, we use “data stall”
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to mean the number of cycles an IP stalls for data without

doing any useful computation, after issuing a request to the

memory. We observe from Figure 4 that the video decoder

and video encoder IPs spend most of their time processing

the data, and do not stress the memory subsystem. IPs

that have very small compute time, like the audio decoder

and sound engine, demand very high bandwidth than what

memory can provide, and thus tend to stall more than

compute. Camera IP and graphics IP, on the other hand, send

bursts of requests for large frames of data at regular intervals.

Here as well, if memory is not able to meet the high

bandwidth or has high latency, the IP remains in the high-

power mode stalling for the requests. The high data stalls

seen in Figure 4 translate to frame drops which is shown in

Figure 6 (for 5.3 GBPS memory bandwidth). We see that

on average 24% of the frames are dropped with the default

baseline system, which can hurt user experience with the

device. With higher memory bandwidths (2x and 4x of the

baseline bandwidth), though the frame drops decrease, they

still do not improve as much as the increase in bandwidth.

Even with 4x baseline bandwidth, we observe more than

10% frame drops (because of higher memory latencies).

As user demands increase and more use-cases need to

be supported, the number of IPs in the SoC is likely to
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Figure 6: Percentage of frames completed in a subset of applica-
tions with varying memory bandwidths.

increase [44] along with data sizes [12]. Even as the DRAM

speeds increase, the need to go off-chip for data accesses

places a significant bottleneck. This affects performance,

power and eventually the overall user experience. To un-

derstand the severity of this problem, we conduct a simple

experiment shown in Figure 5, demonstrating how the cycles

per frame vary across the base system (given in Table III)

and when the IPs compute at half their base speed (last

generation IPs), and twice their speed (next generation) etc.

For DRAM, we varied the memory throughput by varying

the LPDDR configurations. We observe from the results in

Figure 5 that the percentage of data stalls increases as we go

from one generation to the next. Increasing the DRAM peak

bandwidth alone is not sufficient to match the IP scaling. We

require solutions that can tackle this problem within the SoC.

Further, to establish the maximum gains that can be

obtained if we had an “ideal and perfect memory”, we did

a hypothetical study of perfect memory with 1 cycle la-

tency. The cycles-per-frame results with this perfect memory

system are shown in Figure 7. As expected, we observed
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drastic reduction in cycles per frames across applications

and IPs (as high as 75%). In some IPs, memory is not a

bottleneck and those did not show improved benefits. From

this data, we conclude that reducing the memory access

times does bring the cycles per frame down, which in turn

boosts the overall application performance. Note that, this

perfect memory does not allow any frames to be dropped.

IV. IP-TO-IP DATA REUSE

This section explores performance optimization oppor-

tunities that exist in current designs and whether existing

solutions can exploit that.

A. Data Reuse and Reuse Distance

In a flow, data get read, processed (by IPs) and written

back. The producer and consumer of the data could be two

different IPs or sometimes even the same IP. We capture this

IP-to-IP reuse in Figure 8, where we plotted the physical

addresses accessed by the core and other IPs for YouTube

application. Note that this figure only captures a very small

slice of the entire application run. Here, we can see that

the display-controller (DC) (red points) reads a captured

frame from a memory region that was previously written

to by video decoder (black points). Similarly, we can also

see that the sound-engine reads from an address region

where audio-decoder writes. This clearly shows that the data

gets reused repeatedly across IPs, but the reuse distances

can be very high. As mentioned in Section II-B, when

a particular application is run, the same physical memory

regions get used (over time) by an IP for writing different

frames. In our current context, the reuse we mention is only

between the producer and consumer IPs for a particular

frame and nothing to to do with frames being rewritten to

the same addresses. Due to frame rate requirements, reuse

distances between display frame based IPs were more than

tens of milli-seconds, while audio frame based IPs were less

than a milli-second. Thus, there is a large variation across

producer-consumer reuse distances across IPs that process

large (display) frames (e.g., VD, CAM) and IPs that process

smaller (audio) frames (e.g., AD, AE).

B. Converting Data Reuse into Locality

Given the data reuse, the simplest solution is to place

a on-chip cache and allow the multiple IPs to share it. The
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Figure 8: Data access pattern of IPs in YouTube application.
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Figure 9: Hit rates under various cache capacities.

expectancy is that caches are best for locality and hence they

should work. In this subsection, we evaluate the impact of

adding such a shared cache to hold the data frames. Typical

to conventional caches, on a cache-miss, the request is sent

to the transaction queue. The shared cache is implemented

as a direct-mapped structure, with multiple read and write

ports, and multiple banks (with a bank size of 4MB), and the

read/write/lookup latencies are modeled using CACTI [40].

We evaluated multiple cache sizes, ranging from 4MB to

32MB, and analyzed their hit rates and the reduction in

cycles taken per frame to be displayed. We present the results

for 4MB, 8MB, 16MB and 32MB shared caches in Figure 9

and Figure 10 for clarity. They capture the overall trend

observed in our experiments. In our first experiment, we

notice that as the cache sizes increase, the cache hit rates

either increase or remain the same. For applications like

Audio Record and Audio Play (with small frames),

we notice 100% cache hit rates from 4MB cache. For

other applications like Angry Birds or Video-play

(with larger frames), a smaller cache does not suffice. Thus,

as we increase the cache capacity, we achieve higher hit

rates. Interestingly, some applications have very low cache

hit rates even with large caches. This can be attributed to

two main reasons. First, frame sizes are very large to fit

even two frames in a large 32MB cache (as in the case of

YouTube and Gallery). Second, and most importantly, if

the reuse distances are large, data gets kicked out of caches

by the other flows in the system or by other frames in

the same flow. Applications with large reuse distances like

Video-record exhibit such behavior.

In our second experiment, we quantify the performance

benefits of having such large shared caches between IPs,

and give the average cycles consumed by an IP to process

a full-frame (audio/video/camera frame). As can be seen
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Figure 10: Cycles Per Frame under various cache capacities.
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Figure 11: Area and power-overhead with large shared caches.

from Figure 10, increasing the cache sizes does not always

help and there is no optimal size. For IPs like SND and

AD, the frame sizes are small and hence a smaller cache

suffices. From there on, increasing cache size increases

lookup latencies, and affects the access times. In other cases,

like DC, as the frame sizes are large, we observe fewer

cycles per frame as we increase the cache size. For other

accelerators with latency tolerance, once their data fits in

the cache, they encounter no performance impact.

Further, scaling cache sizes above 4MB is not reasonable

due to their area and power overheads. Figure 11 plots

the overheads for different cache sizes. Typically, handhelds

operate in the range of 2W – 10W, which includes everything

on the device (SoC+display+network). Even the 2W con-

sumed by the 4MB cache will impact battery life severely.

Summary: To summarize, the high number of memory stalls

is the main reason for frame drops, and large IP-to-IP reuse

distances is the main cause for large memory stalls. Even

large caches are not sufficient to capture the data reuse

and hence, accelerators and devices still have considerable

memory stalls. All of these observations led us to re-architect

how data gets exchanged between different IPs, paving way

for better performance.

V. SUB-FRAMING

Our primary goal is to reduce the IP-to-IP data reuse

distances, and thereby reduce data stalls, which we saw were

major impediment to performance in Section III.

To achieve this, we propose a novel approach of sub-

framing the data. One of the commonly used compiler

techniques to reduce the data reuse distance in loop nests that

manipulate array data is to employ loop tiling [28], [43].

It is the process of partitioning a loop’s iteration space into

smaller blocks (tiles) in a manner that the data used by the

loop remains in the cache enabling quicker reuse. Inspired

by tiling, we propose to break the data frames into smaller

sub-frames, that reduces IP-to-IP data reuse distances.

In current systems, IPs receive a request to process a data

frame (it could be a video frame, audio frame, display frame

or image frame). Once it completes its processing, the next

IP in the pipeline is triggered, which in-turn triggers the

following IP once it completes its processing and so on. In

our solution, we propose to sub-divide these data frames into

smaller sub-frames, so that once IP1 finishes it’s first sub-

frame, IP2 is invoked to process it. In the following sections,

we show that this design reduces the hardware requirements

to store and move the data considerably thereby bringing
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Figure 12: IP-to-IP reuse distance variation with different sub-
frame sizes. Note that the y-axis is in the log scale.

both performance and power gains. The granularity of the

subframe can have a profound impact on various metrics. To

quantify the effects of subdividing a frame, we varied the

sub-frame sizes from 1 cache line to the current data frame

size, and analyzed the reuse distances. Figure 12 plots the

reduction in the IP-to-IP reuse distances (on y-axis, plotted

on log-scale), as we reduced the size of a sub-frame. We

can see from this plot an inverse exponential decrease in

reuse distances. In fact, for very small sub-frame sizes, we

see reuse distances in less than 100 cycles. To capitalize

on such small reuse distances, we explore two techniques

– flow-buffering and opportunistic IP-to-IP request short-

circuiting.

A. Flow-Buffering

In Section IV-B, we showed that even large caches were

not very effective in avoiding misses. This is primarily

due to very large reuse distances that are present between

the data-frame write by a producer and the data-frame

read by a consumer. With sub-frames, the reuse distances

reduce dramatically. Motivated by this, we now re-explore

the option of caching data. Interestingly, in this scenario,

caches of much smaller size can be far more effective (low

misses). The reuse distances resulting from sub-framing are

so small that even having a structure with few cache-lines

is sufficient to capture the temporal locality offered by IP

pipelining in SoCs. We call these structures as flow-buffers.

Unlike a shared cache, the flow-buffers are private between

any two IPs. This design avoids the conflict misses seen in a

shared cache (fully associative has high power implications).

These flow-buffers are write-through. As the sub-frame gets

written, the sub-frame is written to memory. The reason for

this design choice is discussed next.

In a typical use-case involving data flow from IP-A→IP-

B→IP-C, IP-A gets its data from the main-memory and

starts computing it. During this process, as it completes

a sub-frame, it writes back this chunk of data into the

flow-buffer between IP-A and IP-B. IP-B starts processing

this sub-frame from the flow-buffer (in parallel with IP-A

working on another sub-frame) and writes it back to the

flow-buffer between itself and IP-C. Once IP-C is done, the

data is written into the memory or the display. Originally,

every read and write in the above scenario would have been

scheduled to reach the main memory. Now, with the flow-

buffers in place, all the requests can be serviced from these
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small low-latency cost and area efficient buffers.

Note that, in these use-cases, cores typically run device

driver code and handle interrupts. They have minimal data

frames processing. Consequently, we do not incorporate

flow-buffers between core and any other accelerator. Also,

when a use-case is in its steady-state (for example, a minute

into running a video), the IPs are in the active state and

quickly consume data. However, if an IP is finishing up

on an activity or busy with another activity or waking up

from sleep state, the sub-frames can be overwritten in the

flow-buffer. In that case, based on sub-frame addresses, the

consumer IP can find its data in the main memory since the

flow-buffer is a write-through buffer. In our experiments,

discussed later in Section VII, we found that a flow-buffer

size of 32 KB provides a good trade-off between avoiding

a large flow-buffer and sub-frames getting overwritten.

B. IP-IP Short-circuiting

The flow-buffer solution requires an extra piece of

hardware to work. To avoid the cost of adding the

flow-buffers, an alternate technique would be to enable

consumers directly use the data that their producers provide.

Towards that, we analyzed the average round-trip delays of

all accesses issued by the cores or IPs (shown in Figure 13)

and found requests spend maximum time queuing in the

memory subsystem. MC Trans Queue shows the time

taken from the request leaving the IP till it gets to the

head of the transaction queue. The next part MC Bank

Queue, is the time spent in bank queues. This is primarily

determined by whether the data access was a row buffer

hit, or miss. And, finally DRAM shows the time for DRAM

accessing along with the response back to the IPs. As

can be seen, most of the time is spent in the memory

transaction queues (~100 cycles). This means that data

that could otherwise be reused lies idle in the memory

queues and we use this observation towards building an

opportunistic IP-to-IP short-circuiting technique, similar in

concept to “store-load forwarding” in CPU cores [29], [38]2

though our technique is in between different IPs. There

are correctness and implementation differences, which we

highlighted in the following paragraphs/sections.

2Core requests spend relatively insignificant amount of time in transaction queues

as they are not bursty in nature. Due to their strict QoS deadlines, they are prioritized

over other IP requests. They spend more time in bank queues and in DRAM.
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Figure 14: Hit rates with flow-buffering and IP-IP short-circuiting.

IPs usually load the data frames produced by other IPs.

Similar to store-load forwarding, if the consumer IP’s load

requests can be satisfied from the memory transaction queue

or bank queues, the memory stall time can be considerably

reduced. As the sub-frame size gets smaller, the probability

of a load hitting a store gets higher. Unlike the flow-buffers

discussed in Section V-A, store data does not remain in

the queues till they are overwritten. This technique is

opportunistic and as the memory bank clears up its entries,

the request moves from the transaction queue into the

bank queues and eventually into main memory. Thus, the

loads need to follow the stores quickly, else it has to go

to memory. This distance between the consumer IP load

request and producer IP store request depends on how full

the transaction and bank queues are. In the extreme case,

if both the queues (transaction-queue and bank-queue) are

full, the number of requests that a load can come after a

store will be the sum of the number of entries in the queues.

The overhead of implementing the IP-IP short-circuiting is

not significant since we are using pre-existing queues present

in the system agent. The transaction and bank queues already

implement an associative search to re-order requests based

on their QoS requirements and row-buffer hits, respectively

[33]. Address-searches for satisfying core loads already exist

and these can be reused for other IPs. As we will show later,

this technique works only when the sub-frame reuse distance

is small.

C. Effects of Sub-framing Data with Flow-Buffering and IP-

IP Short-circuiting

The benefits of sub-framing are quantified in Figure 14

in terms of hit rates when using flow-buffering and IP-IP

short-circuiting. We can see that the buffer hit rates increase

as we increase the size of flow-buffers, and saturate when

the size of buffers are in the ranges of 16KB to 32KB.

The other advantage of having sub-frames is the reduced

bandwidth consumption due to the reduced number of mem-

ory accesses. As discussed before, accelerators primarily

face bandwidth issues with the current memory subsystem.

Sub-framing alleviates such bottleneck by avoiding fetching

every piece of data from memory. Redundant writes and

reads to same addresses are avoided. Latency benefits of

our techniques, as well as their impact on user experience

will be given later in Section VII.
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VI. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

In implementing our sub-frame idea, we account for the

probable presence of dependencies and correctness issues

resulting from splitting frames. Below, we discuss the cor-

rectness issue and the associated intricacies that need to be

addressed to implement sub-frames. We then discuss the

software, hardware and system-level support needed for such

implementations.

A. Correctness

We broadly categorize data frames into the following

types – (i) video, (ii) audio, (iii) graphics display, and (iv) the

network packets. Of these, the first three types of frames are

the ones that usually demand sustained high bandwidth with

the frame sizes varying from a megabyte to tens of MBs. In

this work, we address only the first three types of frames,

and leave out network packets as the latency of network

packet transmission is considerably higher compared to the

time spent in the SoC.

Video and Audio Frames: Encoding and decoding,

abbreviated as codec is compression and decompression of

data that can be performed at either hardware or software

layer. Current generation of smartphones such as Samsung

S5 [36] and Apple iPhone [3] have multiple types of codes

embedded in their phone.

Video Codecs: First, let us consider the flows containing

video frames, and analyze the correctness of sub-dividing

such large frames into smaller ones. Among the video

codecs, the most commonly used are H.264 (MPEG-4) or

H.265 (MPEG-H, HEVC) codecs. Let us take a small set

of video frames and analyze the decoding process. The

encoding process is almost equivalent to the inversion of

each stage of decoding. As a result, similar principles apply

there as well. Figure 15 shows a video clip in its entirety,

with each frame component named. A high-quality HD

video is made up of multiple frames of data. Assuming a

default of 60 FPS, the amount of data needed to show the

clip for a minute would be 1920x1080(screen resolution) x

3(bytes/pixel) x 60 (frame rate) x 60 (seconds) = 21.35 GB.

Even if each frame is compressed individually and stored on

today’s hand-held devices, the amount of storage available

would not permit it. To overcome this limitation, codecs

take advantage of the temporal redundancy present in video

frames, as the next frame is usually not very different from

the previous frame.
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Figure 15: Pictorial representation showing the structure of five
consecutive video frames.
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Figure 16: High level view of the SA that handles sub-frames.

Each frame can be dissected into multiple slices. Slices

are further split into macroblocks, which are usually a block

of 16x16 pixels. These macroblocks can be further divided

into finer granularities such as sub-macroblocks or pixel

blocks. But, we do not need such fine granularities for our

purpose. Slices can be classified into 3 major types: I-Slice

(independent or intra slices), P-Slice (predictive), and B-

Slice (bi-directional) [37] as depicted in Figure 15. 3 I-slices

have all data contained in them, and do not need motion

prediction. P-slices use motion prediction from one slice

which belongs to the past or future. B-slices use two slices

from past or the future. Each slice is an independent entity

and can be decoded without the need for any other slice

in the current frame. P- and B-slices need slices from a

previous or next frame only.

In our sub-frame implementation, we choose slice-level

granularity as the finest level of sub-division to ensure

correctness without having any extra overhead of synchro-

nization. As slices are independently decoded in a frame,

the need for another slice in the frame does not arise, and

we can be sure that correctness is maintained. Sub-dividing

any further would bring in dependencies, stale data and

overwrites.

Audio Codecs: Audio data is coded in a much simpler

fashion than video data. An audio file has a large number of

frames, with each audio frame having the same number of

bits. Each frame is independent of another and it consist of a

header block and data block. Header block (in MP3 format)

stores 32-bits of metadata about the coming data block

frame. Thus, each audio frame can be decoded independently

of another as all required data for decoding is present in the

current frames header. Therefore, using a full audio frame

as a sub-frame would not cause any correctness issue.

Graphics Rendering: Graphics IPs already employ tiled

3Earlier codecs had frame level classification instead of slice level. In
such situations, I-frame is constructed as a frame with only I-slices.
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rendering when operating on frames and for the display ren-

dering. These tiles are similar to the sub-frames proposed in

this work. A typical tiled rendering algorithm first transforms

the geometries to be drawn (multiple objects on the screen)

into screen space and assigns them into tiles. Each screen-

space tile holds a list of geometries that needs to be drawn

in that tile. This list is sorted front to back, and the geometry

behind another is clipped away and only the ones in the front

are drawn to the screen. GPUs renders each tile separately

to a local on-chip buffer, which is finally written back to

main-memory inside a framebuffer region. From this region,

the display controller reads the frame to be displayed to be

shown on screen. All tiles are independent of each other,

and thus form a sub-frame in our system.

B. OS and Hardware Support

In current systems, IPs are invoked sequentially one-after-

another per frame. Let us revisit the example considered

previously – a flow with 3 IPs. The OS, through device

drivers, calls the first IP in the flow. It waits for the process-

ing to complete and the data to be written back to memory

and then calls the second IP. After the second IP finishes its

processing, the third IP is called. With sub-frames, when the

data is ready in the first IP, the second IP is notified of the

incoming request so that it can be ready (by entering to the

active state from a low power state) when the data arrives.

We envision that the OS can capture this information through

a library (or multiple libraries) since the IP-flows for each

application are pretty standard. In Android [15] for instance,

there is a layer of libraries (Hardware Abstraction Layer –

HAL) that interface with the underlying device drivers and

these HALs are specific to IPs. As devices evolve, HAL

and the corresponding drivers are expected to enable access

to devices to run different applications. By adding an SA

HAL and its driver counterpart to communicate the flow

information, we can accomplish our requirements. From the

application’s perspective, this is transparent since the access

to the SA HAL happens from within other HALs as they are

requested by the applications. Figure 16 shows a high level

view of the sub-frame implementation in SA along with our

short-circuiting techniques. From a hardware perspective, to

enable sub-framing of data, the SA needs to have a small

matrix of all IPs – rows corresponding to producers and

columns to consumers. Each entry in the row is 1 bit per IP.

Currently, we are looking at about 8 IPs, and this is about

8 bytes in total. In future, even as we grow to 100 IPs, the

size of the matrix is small. As each IP completes its sub-

frame, the SA looks at its matrix and informs the consumer

IP. In situations where we have multiple flows (currently

Android allows two applications to run simultaneously [32])

with an IP in common, the entries in the SA for the common

IP can be swapped in or out along with the context of the

application running. This will maintain the correct consumer

IP status in the matrix for any IP.

VII. EVALUATION

In this section, we present the performance and power

benefits obtained by using sub-frames compared to the

conventional baseline system which uses full frames in

IP flows. We used a modified version of the GemDroid

infrastructure [7] for the evaluation. For each application

evaluated, we captured and ran the traces either to comple-

tion or for a fixed time. The trace lengths varied from about

2 secs to 30 secs. Usually this length is limited by frame

sizes we needed to capture. Workloads evaluated are listed in

Table II and the configuration of the system used is described

in Section II-D and Table III. For this evaluation we used

a sub-frame size of 32 cache lines (2KB). The transaction

queue and bank queues in SA can hold 64 entries (totaling

8KB). For the flow buffer solution, we used a 32 KB buffer

(based on the hit rates observed in Figure 14).

User Experience: As a measure of user experience, we

track the number of frames that could complete in each

flow. The more frames that get completed, lesser the frame

drops and better is the user experience. Figure 17 shows the

number of frames completed in different schemes. The y-

axis shows the percentage of frames completed out of the

total frames in an application trace. The first bar shows the

frames completed in the baseline system with full frame

flows. The second and third bars show the percentage of

frames completed with our two techniques. In baseline sys-

tem, only around 76% of frames were displayed. By using

our two techniques, the percentage of frames completed

improved to 92% and 88%, respectively. Improvements in

our schemes are mainly attributed to the reduced memory

bandwidth demand and improved memory latency as the

consumer IP’s requests are served through the flow-buffers

or by short-circuiting the memory requests. The hit-rates of

consumer’s requests were previously shown in Figure 14. In

some cases, flow-buffers perform better than short-circuiting

due to the space advantage in the flow buffering technique.

Performance Gains: To understand the effectiveness of

our schemes, we plot the average number of cycles taken to

process a frame in each flow in Figure 18. This is the time

between the invocation of first IP and completion of last IP

in each flow. Note that, reducing the cycles per frame can

lead to fewer frame drops. When we use our techniques

with sub-framing, due to pipelining of intra-frame data

across multiple IPs instead of sequentially processing one

frame after another, we are able to substantially reduce the

cycles per frame by 45% on average. We also observed

that in A6-Skype application (which has multiple flows),

through the use of sub-framing, the memory subsystem gets

overwhelmed because, we allow more IPs to work at the

same time. This is not the case in the base system. If IPs do

not benefit from flow-buffers or IP request short-circuiting,

the memory pressure is more than the baseline leading to

some performance loss (17%).

Energy Gains: Energy efficiency is a very important
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Figure 17: Percentage of Frames Completed (Higher the better).
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Figure 18: Reduction in Cycles Per Frame in a flow normalized to
Baseline (Lower the better).

metric in handhelds since they operate out of a battery (most

of the time). Exact IP design and power states incorporated

are not available publicly. As a proxy, we use the number

of cycles an IP was active to correspond to the energy

consumed when running the specific applications. In Fig-

ure 19, we plot the total number of active cycles consumed

by an accelerator compared to the base case. We plot this

graph only for accelerators as they are compute-intensive and

hence, consume most of the power in a flow. On average,

we observe 46% and 35% reduction in active cycles (going

up to 80% in GPU) with our techniques, which translates to

substantial system-level energy gains. With sub-framing, we

also reduce the memory energy consumption by 33% due

to (1) reduced DRAM accesses, and (2) memory spending

more time in low-power mode. From the above results it

can be concluded that sub-framing yields significant perfor-

mance and power gains.

VIII. RELATED WORK

Data Reuse: Data reuse within and across cores has been

studied by many works. Chen et al. [6], [47], Gordon et

al. [17] and Kandemir et al. [22] propose compiler optimiza-

tions that perform code restructuring and enable data sharing
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Figure 19: Reduction in Number of Active Cycles of Accelerators
(Lower the better).

across processors. Suhendra et al., [45] proposed ways to

optimally use scratch pad memory in MPSoCs along with

methods to schedule processes to cores. There have been

multiple works that discuss application and task mapping

to MPSoCs [9], [30], [41] with the goal of minimizing

data movement across cores. Our work looks at accelerator

traffic, which is dominant in SoCs, and identifies that frame

data is reused across IPs. Unlike core traffic, the reuse can

be exploited only if the data frames are broken in sub-

frames. We capture this for data frames of different classes of

applications (audio/video/graphics) and propose techniques

to reduce the data movement by short circuiting the producer

writes to the consumer reads.

Memory Controller Design: A large body of works exist

in the area of memory scheduling techniques and memory

controller designs in the context of MPSoCs. Lee and

Chang [27] describe the essential issues in memory system

design for SoCs. Akesson et al. [2] propose a memory

scheduling technique that provides a guaranteed minimum

bandwidth and maximum latency bound to IPs. Jeong et

al. [20] provide QoS guarantees to frames by balancing

memory requests at the memory controller. Our work iden-

tifies a specific characteristic (reuse at sub-frame level) that

exists when data flows through accelerators and optimizes

system agent design. Our solution is complimentary to prior

techniques and can work in tandem with them.

Along with IP design and analysis, several works have

proposed IP-specific optimizations [14], [19], [24], [39] and

low power aspects of system-on-chip architectures [11], [18],

[46]. Our solution is not specific to any IP rather, it is at the

system-level. By reducing the IP stall times and memory

traffic, we make the SoC performance and power-efficient.

IX. CONCLUSIONS

Memory traffic is a performance bottleneck in mobile

systems, and it is critical that we optimize the system as

a whole to avoid such bottlenecks. Media and graphics

applications are very popular on mobile devices, and operate

on data frames. These applications have a lot of temporal

locality of data between producer and consumer IPs. We

show that by operating a frame as an atomic block between

different IPs, the reuse distances are very high, and thus, the
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available locality across IPs goes unexploited. By breaking

the data frames into sub-frames, the reuse distance decreases

substantially, and we can use flow buffers or the existing

memory controller queues to forward data from the producer

to consumer. Our results show that such techniques help to

reduce frame latencies, which in turn enhance the end-user

experience while minimizing energy consumption.
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